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Clay Landing Days succeeds
Living history draws crowd to park

Read all about the sparkleberry plants, armadillos, Native Americans,
kettle korn and more below.
Story, Photos and Videos By Jeff M. Hardison © Nov. 25, 2016 at 8:07 p.m.
MANATEE SPRINGS STATE PARK -- Volunteers and staff at Manatee Springs
State Park provided another fun and educational event on Friday (Nov. 25) and this
event is continuing on Saturday (Nov. 26).

Jay ‘Screech Malone’
Gimelli plays the guitar as
Lloyd Baldwin plays the
fiddle and they perform
Down The Valley.
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Clay Landing Days a living history event that is a time-honored tradition. This festive
occasion gives history buffs and reenactors a chance to share some of the cultural
heritage of the early to mid-1800s in Levy County.
The Saturday program is between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Riding in a covered wagon pulled by a pickup truck with a person sharing insight
about the park is part of the fun. There is also a flatbed trailer used to take people from
the main area – about two miles into the woods at a location where there is a part of a
Seminole or Creek Indian village reenactment established.
On Friday (Nov. 27), the hour-long tours were enjoyed by scored of people. This tour
includes a visit to an area set up similar to how Native Americans of the 1800s would
have lived in this part of Florida.
The focus during this event is on the history of Clay Landing and the part of Florida
that became Manatee Springs State Park.
The first Clay Landing Day was in 1981, which makes this year’s event the 35th year
since then. The very first of these events was at night.
Park Services Specialist Christopher Dixon and Park Ranger Jillian O'Donnell were
two of the park staff who assured that a good time was had by all.
It was a perfect day to be in the park. The weather was delightful and everyone was
friendly and happy.
There is no extra fee to enjoy the ride or to visit with the historians at Clay Landing
Days. Most of the people helping make this event a success and assisting so that visitors
had fun while they were learning history are volunteers.
The ride and tour is covered by the fee to enter Manatee State Park, which is $6 per
vehicle with a maximum limit of eight people per vehicle. It is only $4 for a singleoccupant vehicle to enter the park. The fee is $2 for pedestrians, bicyclists, extra
passengers, and for passengers in a vehicle with the holder of an annual individual
entrance pass.

THE NATIVE AMERICANS
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Seminole
Indians and
Creek Indians
were both
simultaneously
represented by
portrayers and
narrators who
dressed in
period attire of
the 1830s.
Florida became
a state 1845.
At the
campsite, the
audience
learned about
several different
types of cooking
and hot to build
a hut from the
plants in the area.
As they took the tour, guides also stopped at a couple of locations so people could see
remnants of large cables used from the timber industry in the 1800s there.
A berry that is edible by humans is showing on the plant now. Sparkleberry is a
relative of the blueberry, O'Donnell said. Park visitors are not able to harvest the berries,
though, because this is a natural resource that is supposed to drop to the ground. Much
as campers are not allowed to use fallen wood for campfires, the plants and animals in
the state park are supposed to remain there.
The sparkleberry at this time of year, O'Donnell said, is bitter. It is used in jams and
jellies, however, and the sugar of those recipes counteracts that part of the flavor.

NATURAL
RESOURCES
This is two different stages of
growth by the longleaf pine.
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This is the tail and back side of an armadillo that was foraging for bugs in
some of the woods at the park.

Seen between two pine trees, this cable remnant is from long ago when
timber was harvested from the land where the park sits today. Many
national and state parks include planted pine areas that are harvested still.
There is a sign to draw attention to the cables that are still in the park from
those days gone by.
The Spring Into the Springs event is slated for March 11, Dixon said.
On April 8, everyone is invited to listen to various musicians who will perform oldtime music (not bluegrass) at the River Party event.
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The Spring Into The Springs event will include covered wagon rides, too, but the
theme will be more about the flora, fauna and springs of today. The Clay Landing Days
event keys on the historic foundations that have led to today’s Florida.
Mary Weaver,
wearing clothes of
the mid-1800s style,
stands near a fire.
She showed young
people how to build
campfires and how
to create French
braid bracelets.
Dixon said there is an
effort under way to
enlist more members in
the Friends Of Manatee Springs State Park. There is an application to join. Friends can
join as a family for $30 a year, or for $15 for an individual. There are Business Friends
rates and Sponsor Friends rates too.
Manatee Springs State Park is located at the end of State Road 320 West. The address
is 11650 N.W. 115th St., Chiefland. The park includes a first magnitude spring that feeds
into the Suwannee River. The park is a great place to visit.

Brandy Weston of Bronson,
dressed in clothes of the mid1800s style, holds up a lid to
show the squirrel stew she
made as part of the
demonstrations at the Clay
Landings Day event on Friday.
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Dave and Candace ‘Miss Molly’ Marston stand near the kettle where they
create kettle korn.
Friendly vendors at Clay Landing Days will share information about the crafts, arts,
foods, history and other offerings they have for sale or for discussion.
The participants on the North Trail will speak about Native Americans’ role in Florida
history. There are also "pioneers" who will tell visitors about certain aspects of Florida's
past, and how they fit into the history of the state.
The Friends of Manatee Springs State Park comprise the biggest section of volunteers
who bring this all to fruition. Park Service Specialist Dixon is among the state employees
who put this particular event on. Clay Landing Days were happening as an annual event
for at least a decade of consecutive years now, even though the first one was decades
ago.
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Rosalee Fourakre sits near some of her work that she was in the midst of
before being asked for a photo opportunity.
One couple who were in the park to help people learn about crafts and olden ways
were Gene Fourakre, who will be 86 on Dec. 13, and his wife of almost 60 years Rosalee
Fourakre, who turned 79 on Sept. 11. They are from Ocala.
Mr. Fourakre tells listeners about grinding corn to make grits. He has ground corn
since he was six years old. He was using a hand-powered, cast iron corn grist mill
grinder on Friday. This mill was manufactured by Logan and Strobridge of New
Brighton, Penn., in the 1850s to 1870s.
He rebuilt part of the mill with help by other machinists. He spent about $500
restoring it, he said. Fourakre was a diesel mechanic in the U.S. Army during the Korean
War.
After returning to civilian life, he later retired after becoming a master electrician.
Rosalee Fourakre has been making rugs and crocheting since she was eight.
Not only is Gene Fourakre well-versed in corn grinding, but he is very adept at
woodworking. His portable and comfortable wooden chair now has the reclining option
added to it.
David Marston of Morriston is another man who works with wood and creates items
for show and sale. His rustic wood creations include folding tables, birdhouses and toys.
His wife Candace "Miss Molly" Marston is cooking and selling "Original Kettle Korn."
This is popcorn cooked in a giant kettle. It was both sweet and salty to just the right
degree to make it a prime example of Kettle Korn at its finest. Her business is "Miss
Molly's Original Kettle Korn."
The Marstons have been making Kettle Korn for 22 years now, Miss Molly said.
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Ann Green, a Florida cracker whose ancestors are from the Fernandina
area, speaks with Harvard Burney, a reenactor who portrays a Creek Indian
of the early to mid-1800s.

Gary Kemp shows people how to cook food in a ‘Dutch oven’ under the
ground.
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Louie Bearsheart performs on a river cane flute as his wife Pam Ferris sits
beside him. Bearsheart said the Seminole Indians of the 1800s would hunt
for food; serve as warriors when needed; and on occasion be a musician.

Laney Burney carries a
bowl of homemade stew.
She is wearing Seminole
or Creek Indian clothing
of the 1830s.
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Heather Burney opens a pumpkin that is on the fire, where she is cooking a
pumpkin cake as Native Americans did in Florida hundreds of years ago.

Heather Burney shows a stew that was cooked by her niece Justine Smith.
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The Friends of Manatee Springs State Park also manned a booth that included
applications for people who want to help the park by volunteering time or donating
money or both. There is a meeting of the group on Dec. 8. Please check the
Community Calendar on the Calendar Page for more information about that.
This CSO helps maintain the Covered Wagon used to take people through the woods
on the ranger-guided tours.
There are about 8.5 miles of trails in the park, and all but 1.5 miles of the trails are
open for hikers to enjoy. The little bit of trail that is closed is for service vehicles that are
used by park staff.
A map is available at the ranger station entrance to the park that shows the trails.
There are signs along the trails to draw attention to different plants and artifacts along
the way.

Go covered wagon go!

